
The Rust Stain Remover for Ships 

AGUA SR200 



All of us know that a ship is mostly made of steel. And the steel is susceptible 
to rust.  On the exposed deck, you may find rusted parts everywhere. How to 
deal with it ? AGUA SR200 is a new rust stain remover that effectively eliminates 
red rust and rust stain on coated steel surface. All you have to do is to apply 
this one-part remover on the affected areas and wait for 30 minutes. Yes, it's 
that easy ! Efficient, easy and durable - AGUA SR200 is ideal for use onboard.

AGUA SR200 is especially formulated to remove 
rust stains running on painted steel surface. It 
only gets rid of rust stains and won't damage the 
paint layer or iron materials. When we 
demonstrate how it works onboard, many crew 
members are surprised actually. Once you see, 
you will certainly believe (and be surprised, too) ! 

SURPRISINGLY
USEFUL

ONBOARD

SURPRISINGLY EFFECTIVE



AGUA SR200 is a one-part product, which means you don't need to mix or dilute 
before using. Just apply the remover to the spot with a brush or roller, and that's 
it ! You don't even have to wash afterward, although cleaning with a dry cloth 
makes the result more dramatic. AGUA SR200 contributes to reducing the crew's 
workload and the maintenance costs.

Ironically, applying ordinary stain removers may cause the 
rust to return quickly, with acid substance left on the 

steel. AGUA SR200 contains a rust-
protection element, that forms a thin 
protective layer on top of the surface 
to improve corrosion resistance. With 
just a one-coat-process, AGUA SR200 
prevents the rust to come back.

SURPRISINGLY EASY

SURPRISINGLY DURABLE



Type Rust remover / protector

Color Clear

Package 20kg / 1kg

Characteristics :

Recommended Uses : 
To remove rust scale and stain on painted steel on/
off ships and to prevent corrosion on the surface 
after rust removal. It can also be used as primer for 
paint coating. 

AGUA MG100

For the treatment of corroded parts 
that cause rust stain, use AGUA 
MG100, rust-converting metal 
primer. 
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